The Multi-Agent Pickup and Delivery (MAPD) problem models applications where a large number of agents attend to a stream of incoming pickup-and-delivery tasks. Token Passing (TP) is a recent MAPD algorithm that is efficient and effective. We make TP even more efficient and effective by using a novel combinatorial search algorithm, called Safe Interval Path Planning with Reservation Table (SIPPwRT), for single-agent path planning. SIPPwRT uses an advanced data structure that allows for fast updates and lookups of the current paths of all agents in an online setting. The resulting MAPD algorithm TP-SIPPwRT takes kinematic constraints of real robots into account directly during planning, computes continuous agent movements with given velocities that work on non-holonomic robots rather than discrete agent movements with uniform velocity, and is complete for wellformed MAPD instances. We demonstrate its benefits for automated warehouses using both an agent simulator and a standard robot simulator. For example, we demonstrate that it can compute paths for hundreds of agents and thousands of tasks in seconds and is more efficient and effective than existing MAPD algorithms that use a post-processing step to adapt their paths to continuous agent movements with given velocities.
Introduction
In the Multi-Agent Pickup and Delivery (MAPD) problem ), m agents a 1 . . . a m attend to a stream of incoming pickup-and-delivery tasks in a given 2-dimensional 4-neighbor grid with blocked and unblocked cells of size L × L each. Agents have to avoid collisions with each other. A task τ j is characterized by a pickup cell s j and a delivery cell g j . The task is inserted into the system at an unknown time. The task set T contains the unassigned tasks in the system. An agent not executing a task is called a free agent. It can be assigned any one task τ j ∈ T at a time and then has to move from its current cell via cell s j to cell g j , implying that it has to move an object from cell s j to cell g j and can carry at most one object at a time. Once it arrives at cell s j , it starts to execute task τ j and is called a task agent. Later, once it arrives at cell g j , it has executed task τ j and becomes a free agent again. A MAPD instance is solved iff all tasks are executed in a bounded amount of time after they have been inserted into the system. The MAPD problem models applications such as warehouse robots that move shelves (Wurman, D'Andrea, and Mountz 2008) , aircraft towing robots that move planes (Morris et al. 2016) , and office delivery robots that move packages (Veloso et al. 2015) .
Most MAPD algorithms solve the multi-agent pathfinding problem in an inner loop. The multiagent pathfinding problem is to compute collision-free paths for multiple agents and is NP-hard to solve optimally (Yu and LaValle 2013b; Ma et al. 2016b ). Ways of solving it (and its variants) include reductions to other well-studied combinatorial problems (Yu and LaValle 2013a; Erdem et al. 2013; Surynek 2015) and dedicated algorithms based on search and other techniques (Silver 2005; Standley 2010; Wang and Botea 2011; Luna and Bekris 2011; Sharon et al. 2013; Goldenberg et al. 2014; Wagner and Choset 2015; Sharon et al. 2015; Cohen et al. 2016; Ma, Kumar, and Koenig 2017; Nguyen et al. 2017) . See ) for complete surveys.
Token Passing (TP) ) is a recent MAPD algorithm that is efficient and effective. It assumes, like many multi-agent pathfinding algorithms, discrete agent movements in the main compass directions with uniform velocity but can use MAPF-POST Hönig et al. 2016b ) in a post-processing step to adapt its paths to continuous forward movements with given translational velocities and point turns with given rotational velocities. However, the resulting paths might then not be effective since planning is oblivious to this transformation. TP needs to repeatedly plan time-minimal paths for agents that avoid collisions with the paths of the other agents. We show how TP can be made even more efficient by using Safe Interval Path Planning with Reservation Table (SIPPwRT), our contribution to improve SIPP (Phillips and Likhachev 2011) for this and many other applications. We also show how TP can be made more general by letting SIPPwRT directly compute continuous forward movements and point turns with given velocities. The resulting MAPD algorithm TP-SIPPwRT guarantees a safety distance between agents and solves all well-formed MAPD instances.
TP-SIPPwRT
TP ) is a recent MAPD algorithm that assumes discrete agent movements in the main compass directions with a uniform velocity of typically one cell per time unit on a grid. It is similar to Cooperative A* (Silver 2005) and can be generalized to a fully distributed MAPD algorithm. We describe TP very briefly but its important implication for this paper is that agents repeatedly plan paths for themselves (in Steps TP1 and TP3 below), considering the other agents as dynamic obstacles that follow their paths and with which collisions need to be avoided. The agents use space-time A* for this single-agent path planning.
A set of endpoints is any subset of cells that contains at least all start cells of agents and all pickup and delivery cells of tasks. The pickup and delivery cells are called task endpoints. The other endpoints are called non-task endpoints. A MAPD instance is well-formed iff the number of tasks is finite, there are no fewer non-task endpoints than agents, and there exists a path between any two endpoints that does not pass through other endpoints (Cáp, Vokrínek, and Kleiner 2015; Ma et al. 2017) . TP solves all well-formed MAPD instances .
TP operates as follows for a given set of endpoints: It uses a token (a synchronized block of shared memory) that stores the task set and the current paths, one for each agent. The system repeatedly updates the task set in the token to contain all unassigned tasks in the system and then sends the token to some agent that is currently not following a path. The agent with the token considers all tasks in the task set whose pickup and delivery cells are different from the end cells of all paths in the token. TP1: If such tasks exist, then the agent assigns itself that task among these tasks whose pickup cell it can arrive at the earliest, removes the task from the task set, computes two time-minimal paths in the token, one that moves the agent from its current cell to the pickup cell of the task and then one that moves the agent from the pickup cell to the delivery cell of the task, concatenates the two paths into one path, and stores the resulting path. TP2: If no such tasks exist and the agent is not in the delivery cell of any task in the task set, then it stores the empty path in the token (to wait at its current cell). TP3: Otherwise, the agent computes and stores a time-minimal path in the token that moves the agent from its current cell to some endpoint that is different from both the delivery cells of all tasks in the task set and from the end cells of all paths in the token. (This rule is necessary to avoid deadlocks.) Each path the agent computes has two properties: (1) It avoids collisions with all other paths in the token; (2) No other paths in the token use its end cell after its end time. Finally, the agent releases the token, follows its path, and waits at the end cell of the path.
We now show how TP can be made more general by replacing space-time A* with SIPPwRT, a version of SIPP that computes continuous forward movements and point turns with given velocities rather than discrete agent movements in the main compass directions with uniform velocity. We make some simplifying assumptions throughout this paper even though TP-SIPPwRT and SIPPwRT could easily be generalized beyond them, mostly because these assumptions are necessary to compare TP-SIPPwRT against state-ofthe-art MAPD algorithms and, as a bonus, make it easier to explain TP-SIPPwRT: We assume that each agent a i is a disk with radius R i ≤ L/2 and use its center as its reference point. The configuration of an agent is a pair of its location (cell) and orientation (main compass direction). Agents always move from the center of their current unblocked cell to the center of an adjacent unblocked cell via the following available actions, besides waiting: a point turn π/2 rads (ninety degrees) in either clockwise or counterclockwise direction with a given rotational velocity and a forward movement to the center of the adjacent cell with a given translational velocity. The agents can accelerate and decelerate infinitely fast. The paths of two agents are free of collisions iff the interiors of the agent disks never intersect when they follow their paths.
SIPPwRT
Space-time A* and SIPP are two versions of A* that both plan time-minimal paths for agents from their current cells to given goal cells, considering the other agents as dynamic obstacles that follow their paths and with which collisions need to be avoided. They both assume discrete agent movements in the main compass directions with a uniform velocity of typically one cell per time unit on a grid. Space-time A* operates on pairs of cells and time steps, while SIPP groups contiguous time steps during which a cell is not occupied into safe (time) intervals for that cell and thus operates on pairs of cells and safe intervals. This affords the A* search of SIPP pruning opportunities because it is always preferable for an agent to arrive at a cell earlier during the same safe interval since it can then simply wait at the cell. Thus, if the A* search of SIPP has already found a path that arrives at some cell at some time during some safe interval and then discovers a path that arrives at the same cell at a later time in the same safe interval, then it can prune the latter path without losing optimality. SIPP has already been used for robotics applications (Narayanan, Phillips, and Likhachev 2012; Yakovlev and Andreychuk 2017) . We generalize it to continuous forward movements and point turns with given velocities in the following, where a safe interval for a cell is now a maximal contiguous interval during which the cell is not occupied by dynamic obstacles. Since SIPPwRT, the resulting version of SIPP, is guaranteed to discover collisionfree paths (like space-time A*) when used as part of TP, TPSIPPwRT, the resulting version of TP, continues to solve all well-formed MAPD instances.
Reservation Table and Safe Intervals
SIPP represents the path of each dynamic obstacle as a chronologically ordered list of cells occupied by the dynamic obstacle, which is not efficient since SIPP has to iterate through all these lists to calculate all safe intervals of a given cell. On the other hand, space-time A* maintains a reservation table that is indexed by a cell and a time step, which allows for the efficient calculation of all safe intervals of a given cell.
SIPPwRT improves upon SIPP using a version of a reservation table that handles continuous agent movements with given velocities and is indexed by a cell. A reservation table entry of a given cell is a priority queue that contains all reserved intervals for that cell in increasing order of their lower bounds. A reserved interval for a cell is a maximal contiguous interval during which the cell is occupied by some dynamic obstacle. The reservation table allows SIPPwRT to implement all operations efficiently that are needed by TP-SIPPwRT, namely to (1) calculate all safe intervals of a given cell; (2) add reservation table entries after a new path has been calculated; and (3) 
Time Offsets
The safe intervals of a cell represent the times during which the cell is not occupied. However, this does not mean that an agent can arrive at any of those times at the cell since the agent might still collide with a dynamic obstacle that has just departed from the cell or is about to arrive at the cell. Thus, the lower and upper bounds of a safe interval have to be tightened using the following time offsets.
Function Offset(cfg1, cfg2) returns the time offset ∆T that expresses the minimum amount of time the center of some unknown agent a 1 with safety radius R 1 and translational velocity v trans,1 needs to depart from the center of a cell cfg1.cell = l with configuration cfg1 before the center of some unknown agent a 2 with safety radius R 2 and translational velocity v trans,2 , coming from some cell l , arrives at the center of the same cell cfg2.cell = l with configuration cfg2 to avoid a collision. The time offset is zero iff either cfg1 = NULL or cfg2 = NULL, meaning that either agent a 1 or agent a 2 does not exist. The calculation of the time offset requires only knowledge of the configurations, safety radii, and velocities of both agents.
1
Assume that agent a 2 departs from cell l at time 0 (and thus arrives at cell l at time t = L vtrans,2 ) and agent a 1 departs from cell l at time t d ≤ L vtrans,2 . D(t) is the distance between the agents, where t is the amount of time elapsed after agent a 2 departs from cell l . It must hold that D(t) ≥ R 1 + R 2 to avoid that the two agents collide. We distinguish three cases to calculate the time offset ∆T : 
We now distinguish two sub-cases to show that the time offset is ∆T = R1+R2 min(vtrans,1,vtrans,2) . (a1) Case v trans,1 < v trans,2 . This case is shown in Figure  1 
(middle). D(t) decreases as the time t increases. D(t) thus reaches its minimum at the time
vtrans,1 . The time offset ∆T is thus
This case is shown in Figure  1 (right). D(t) decreases before agent a 1 starts to move and then increases as the time t increases. D(t) thus reaches its minimum at the time t = t d when agent a 1 starts to move.
. The time offset is thus ∆T =
vtrans,2 . (b) Orthogonal Directions. Both agents move in orthogonal directions, see Figure 2 . In this case,
We determine the time t at which D(t) ≥ 0 reaches its minimum by solving
. The time offset is thus ∆T
(c) Opposite Directions. Both agents move in opposite directions, that is, agent a 1 moves from cell l to cell l and agent a 2 moves from cell l to cell l. The time offset is set to allow agent a 1 to arrive at cell l even before agent a 2 departs from cell l . In this case, the time offset is ∆T = L vtrans,1 + L vtrans,2 , which is the sum of the times that agent a 1 needs to move from cell l to cell l and that agent a 2 needs to move from cell l to cell l. We later show that SIPPwRT avoids collisions when it uses all bounds simultaneously.
Increased/Decreased Bounds
The algorithm calls the following functions to tighten the lower and upper bounds of safe interval i during which an agent can stay at cell l = cfg.cell safely.
The algorithm calls Function GetLB1(cfg, i) for an agent a 2 to return max j (j.lb + Offset(dep cfg[cfg.cell, j], cfg)). Here, j.lb + Offset(dep cfg[cfg.cell, j], cfg) is the increased lower bound for each safe interval j in GetSafeIntervals(cfg.cell) with j.lb ≤ i.lb. For agent a 2 that arrives at cell l = cfg.cell from another cell l with configuration cfg, the idea is to prevent it from colliding with any dynamic obstacle a 1 that departs from cell l with configuration dep cfg[cfg.cell, j] before a 2 arrives at cell l.
The algorithm calls Function GetUB1(cfg, i) for an agent a 1 to return min j (j.ub − Offset(cfg, arr cfg[cfg.cell, j])). Here, j.ub − Offset(cfg, arr cfg[cfg.cell, j]) is the decreased upper bound for each safe interval j in GetSafeIntervals(cfg.cell) with j.ub ≥ i.ub. For agent a 1 that departs from cell l = cfg.cell with configuration cfg, the idea is to prevent it from colliding with any dynamic obstacle a 2 that arrives at cell l from another cell l with configuration arr cfg[cfg.cell, j] after a 1 departs from cell l.
The algorithm calls Function GetLB2(cfg, i) for an agent
vtrans is the increased lower bound for each safe interval j in GetSafeIntervals(cfg.cell) where the orientation of dep cfg[cfg.cell, j] is the same as that of cfg and j.lb ≤ i.lb. For agent a 1 that departs from cell l = cfg.cell with configuration cfg and translational velocity v trans and moves also toward cell l , the idea is to prevent it from arriving at cell l earlier than (and thus "passing through") any dynamic obstacle a 2 that departs from cell l before agent a 1 with configuration dep cfg[cfg.cell, j] and translational velocity v trans and moves also toward cell l .
The algorithm calls Function GetUB2(cfg, i) for an agent
vtrans is the decreased upper bound for each safe interval j in GetSafeIntervals(cfg.cell) where the orientation of dep cfg[cfg.cell, j] is the same as that of cfg and j.lb ≥ i.ub. For agent a 1 that departs from cell l = cfg.cell with configuration cfg and translational velocity v trans and moves also toward cell l , the idea is to prevent it from arriving at cell l later than (and thus "being passed through" by) any dynamic obstacle a 2 that departs from cell l after agent a 1 with configuration dep cfg[cfg.cell, j] and translational velocity v trans and moves toward cell l .
Admissible H-Values
Step TP1 of TP-SIPPwRT requires an agent to use SIPPwRT twice, namely (1) to plan a time-minimal path from its current configuration to a candidate set of endpoints (pickup cells) and (2) to plan a time-minimal path from the resulting configuration to a particular endpoint (a delivery cell).
Step TP3 requires the agent to use SIPPwRT once to plan a timeminimal path from its current configuration to a candidate set of endpoints (to avoid deadlocks). The agent always moves along each path with given (fixed) translational and rotational velocities (unless it waits). Thus, SIPPwRT has to plan only paths to a given set G of one or more endpoints. By ignoring the dynamic obstacles, we determine the admissible h-values needed for the A* search of SIPPwRT to plan time-minimal paths as follows: We calculate a time-minimal path that excludes waiting for the agent from each configuration cfg to each configuration cfg whose cell is an endpoint (by searching backward once from each configuration cfg ). We then use the minimum heuristic h(cfg, G) = min cfg .cell∈G h(cfg, cfg ) as admissible h-value of configuration cfg, where h(cfg, cfg ) is the calculated time of the time-minimal path from cfg to cfg . In practice, if set G is large and endpoints are densely distributed across the grid, it is more efficient to use h(cfg, G) = 0 (as we do for Step TP3 of TP-SIPPwRT) since it can be calculated faster even though SIPPwRT might expand more nodes.
Pseudocode
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of SIPPwRT, which plans a time-minimal path for an agent with translational velocity v trans and rotational velocity v rot from its configuration start cfg at time current t to a cell in set G. SIPPwRT performs a regular A* search with nodes that are pairs of configurations of the agent and safe intervals. The g-value g[n] of a node n = n.cfg, n.int with configuration n.cfg and safe interval n.int = [n.int.lb, n.int.ub] is the earliest discovered time in n.int when the agent can be in configuration n.cfg. The start node is n = start cfg, [current t, ∞] with g[n] = current t. The safe interval n.int of the start node expresses that the agent can wait forever in its current configuration. A node n is a goal node iff the cell of its configuration is in set G and the agent can wait forever in its configuration (n.int.ub = ∞).
In our implementation of SIPPwRT, each action is a turnand-move action, i.e., a point turn into one of the four compass directions followed by a wait (when necessary) and then a forward movement to a neighboring unblocked cell. Since only forward movements define the temporal constraints between safe intervals of neighboring cells, the state space of our search remains unaffected by the use of turn-and-move actions instead of separate point turn, move, and wait actions independently. Since all heuristics used by SIPPwRT are admissible as argued earlier, using the argument in (Phillips and Likhachev 2011) together with Theorem 1, it is straightforward to show that SIPPwRT returns a timeminimal path to a given set G of one or more endpoints that does not collide with the paths of other agents in the token and is complete for the single-agent path-planning problems for function calls TP1 and TP3. We can thus rely on the proof of Theorem 3 in ) to show that TP-SIPPwRT is complete for well-formed MAPD instances. Theorem 2. TP-SIPPwRT solves all well-formed MAPD instances.
Simulated Automated Warehouses
We demonstrate the benefits of TP-SIPPwRT for automated warehouses using both an agent simulator with perfect path execution and a standard robot simulator with imperfect path execution resulting from unmodeled kinodynamic constraints and motion noise by the MAPD algorithms. The agents model circular warehouse robots. All agents use the same rotational velocity v rot . The following rules impose restrictions on their legal movements and translational velocities: All free agents can move with high translational free velocity v trans = v free through all cells because warehouse robots that do not carry shelves can move through all cells, including those that house shelves. All task agents can move with slow translational task velocity v trans = v task through only the pickup and delivery endpoints of their tasks and all other non-endpoints since warehouse robots that carry shelves cannot move through cells that house shelves.
Experimental Results
We now report our experimental results on a 2.50 GHz Intel Core i5-2450M laptop with 6 GB RAM. Videos of sample experiments can be found at http://idm-lab.org/project-p.html Experiment 1: MAPD Algorithms and Task Velocity. We compare TP-SIPPwRT for v task = 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 m/s on the agent simulator in the small simulated warehouse environment of Figure 3 (left) to two MAPD algorithms that both assume discrete agent movements with uniform velocity to the four neighboring cells, namely the original TP ) (labeled TP-A*) and CENTRAL , which repeatedly uses the Hungarian Method (Kuhn 1955) to assign tasks to agents and then Conflict-Based Search (Sharon et al. 2015) to plan paths for the agents. We first convert the paths produced by these two MAPD algorithms from containing movements in the four compass directions to containing forward movements and point turns. We then use MAPF-POST ) to adapt the paths in polynomial time to continuous agent movements with given velocities. Since MAPF-POST guarantees safety distances between agents of L/ √ 2 = 0.71 m, we use the same radius of R = 0.5L/ √ 2 = 0.35 m for all agents. We use a runtime limit of 5 minutes per instance. We use 30 agents (agts) since CENTRAL, the most runtime-intensive of our MAPD algorithms, can handle only slightly more than 30 agents without any timeouts. We use v free = 1.00 m/s and v rot = π/2 = 1.57 rad/s. We generate one sequence of 1,000 tasks and insert them in the generated order into the system with a task frequency (task freq) of 2 tasks in the beginning of every second. Figure 4 visualizes the throughput at time t [number of tasks that finish execution per second in the 100-second window (t − 100, t]], measured in tasks per second, as a function of t, measured in seconds. The steady state is the time interval when the throughput remains mostly unchanged, determined by visual inspection of the graphs. We use as steady state t ∈ [501, 2100] for v task = 0.50 m/s, t ∈ [501, 1500] for v task = 0.75 m/s, and t ∈ [501, 1100] for v task = 1.00 m/s. The throughput at time t of TP-SIPPwRT decreases earlier than the ones of TP-A* and CENTRAL because fewer still unexecuted tasks are available toward the end for TP-SIPPwRT than for them. Thus, TP-SIPPwRT is more effective than them. Table 1 The service time and makespan of TP-SIPPwRT are smaller than the ones of TP-A* and CENTRAL, while its throughput is larger. Thus, TP-SIPPwRT is more effective than them. Experiment 2: Number of Agents, Task Frequency, and Task Velocity. We run TP-SIPPwRT with the same setup as in Experiment 1 (including the same sequence of 1,000 tasks) for v task = 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 m/s, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 agents, and task frequencies of 1, 2, 5, and 10 tasks per second. Table 2 shows that the planning time of TP- SIPPwRT is less than one second for up to 50 agents and 1,000 tasks. As expected, the service time decreases as the task frequency decreases; the service time and makespan decrease and the throughput increases as the number of agents increases; and the service time and makespan decrease and the throughput increases as the task velocity increases. Experiment 3: Environment Size, Number of Agents, and Task Velocity. We run TP-SIPPwRT with the same setup as in Experiment 1 but in the large simulated warehouse environment of Figure 3 (right) for 100, 150, 200, and 250 agents and v task = 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 m/s. We use one sequence of 2,000 tasks and a task frequency of 2 tasks per second. Figure 5 visualizes the throughput at time t. We use as steady state t ∈ [501, 1000]. Table 3 shows that the planning time of TP-SIPPwRT is less than 16 seconds for up to 250 agents and 2,000 tasks, justifying our claim that it can compute paths for hundreds of agents and thousands of tasks in seconds. Similarly to before, the service time and makespan decrease and the throughput and planning time increase as the number of agents increases; and the service time and makespan decrease and the throughput increases as the task velocity increases. There is an exception due to the congestion resulting from many agents for 250 agents and v task = 1.00 m/s. Experiment 4: Robot Simulator. We created a custom model of the kinodynamic constraints of a differential-drive Create2 robot from iRobot for the robot simulator V-REP (Rohmer, Singh, and Freese 2013) . Create2 robots have a cylindrical shape with radius 0.175 m and can reach a translational speed of 0.5 m/s and a rotational speed of 4.2 rad/s. We use v free = 0.40 m/s, v task = 0.20 m/s, v rot = π = 3.14 rad/s, and R = 0.40 m as conservative values to allow the robots to follow their paths safely despite unmodeled kinodynamic constraints and motion noise by TP-SIPPwRT. We implemented a PID controller that uses [x, y, θ] T (given by V-REP) as the current state and the desired next cell with the associated desired arrival time (given by TP-SIPPwRT) as the goal state. The PID controller corrects for heading errors by orienting the robot to face the desired next cell while simultaneously adjusting the translational speed to let the robot arrive at the desired next cell at the desired arrival time. We limit our experiment to the small warehouse environment of Figure 6 for 10 robots due to the slow runtime of V-REP. We use one sequence of 20 tasks and a task frequency of 2 tasks per second. The planning time of TP-SIPPwRT is 2 ms. All robots follow their paths safely, resulting in a service time of 90.57 s and a makespan of 171.16 s.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented the efficient and effective algorithm TPSIPPwRT for the Multi-Agent Pickup and Delivery problem. We suggest the following future research directions: (1) Make existing (even optimal) multi-agent pathfinding algorithms more general by combining them with our SIPPwRT to compute continuous agent movements with given velocities. The resulting algorithms could, for example, be used to make CENTRAL more general. (2) Include additional kinodynamic constraints into SIPPwRT and TP-SIPPwRT, such as acceleration and deceleration constraints, to allow robots to follow their paths even more safely. (3) Make TP-SIPPwRT decentralized. 
